The Facts About
Housewrap and
UV Exposure.
Here are two facts about housewrap: One,
a damaged housewrap won’t perform as
it’s intended, and two, the major cause of
damage is deterioration due to excessive
exposure to the sun’s ultraviolet (UV) rays.
The sun’s UV energy reaches the earth in a
wide range of wavelengths, most of which
are invisible. This UV radiation is commonly
divided into three groups:
• UV-A (315-400 nm) - closest to visible light
• UV-B (280-315 nm)
• UV-C (less than 280 nm)
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Of course, it is best to avoid leaving
housewrap exposed at the jobsite for longer
than necessary, but TYPAR HouseWrap
is designed and manufactured to offer
the user a unique advantage over other
products because it can be exposed for
up to six months. Many housewraps on the
market only offer up to four months of UV
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protection (see Figure 1).
UV PROTECTION
TYPAR HouseWrap
Dow Weathermate Plus
GreenGuard Ultra Wrap
Tyvek HomeWrap
Grade D Building Paper
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The manaufacturers of TYPAR HouseWrap
have incorporated a patented technology
to resist UV attack, an approach so effective
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that product replacement is guaranteed
if it deteriorates due to excessive UV
exposure. An independent testing lab
has shown TYPAR to hold its value much
better compared to other polymer based
housewraps and paper (See Fig 2 and 3).
Figure 3

For more information on TYPAR® Weather Protection
System products, visit typar.com.
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